
Explore with the 
tubs at your 

tables before we 
get started.
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Before we get started, go follow us on Twitter 
and Instagram to get your name in the mix for 

door prizes! 
Twitter: @learnlaugh_lead & @teachgrowbloom
Instagram: @learnlaughleadteaching & 
@teachgrowbloom
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Who are you? 

#Takeaway



“
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“
A negative attitude toward mathematics is a growing 
barrier for many children. For many children, negative 

attitudes toward mathematics begin early in life, 
sometimes even before they enter kindergarten. The 

child’s educational context at home and at school can 
affect this attitude (Geist, 2010, p.24).
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1. Establish strategies to promote a 
mathematics culture within the math 

classroom. 
2. Establish strategies to promote a 

mathematics culture outside the 
math classroom. 

#goals
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Hosted Gallery Walk

Start at your own table, then rotate around the room. 

Don’t for to become the “host”.
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Within the Math Classroom

Incorporating Children’s Literature 
● Provides authentic contexts to situate 

math (which is motivational)
● Teaches students that math is 

everywhere
● Helps students connect math concepts 

to the world around them
● Can be as simple as a poem or as 

complex as an activity stemming from a 
novel
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Neil’s Numberless World

In this book, Neil discovers 
what his world would be like 

without numbers. 
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Within the Math Classroom

Alternative Assessment: Infographic 
Project

● Students are able to show what they 
know without taking a test

● Communication, writing, reading 
connections 

● Integrates multiple math strands
● Creative outlet
● Authentic
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Multiplication Strategy Infographic

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1g4hJwP5JtMsG6wNy6mSQ2DY64b94yUMR/view?usp=sharing
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4.NSBT.5 Multiply up to a four-digit number by a one-digit number and multiply a two-digit number by a two-digit number using strategies based on 

place value and the properties of operations. Illustrate and explain the calculations using rectangular arrays, area models, and/or equations.

 

ELA Standards Addressed:

4.L.10 Apply a range of strategies to determine the meaning of known, unknown, and multiple-meaning words, phrases, and jargon; acquire and use 

general academic and domain-specific vocabulary.
4.C.MC.1 Interact with others to explore ideas and concepts, communicate meaning, and develop logical interpretations through collaborative 

conversations; build upon the ideas of others to clearly express one’s own views while respecting diverse perspectives.

4.C.MC.1.2 Participate in discussions; ask and respond to questions to acquire information concerning a topic, text, or issue.

4.C.MC.1.3 Apply techniques of articulation, adequate volume, eye contact, facial expressions, posture, gestures, and space; take one’s own turn in a 

respectful way.

4.C.MC.1.4 Engage in focused conversations about grade appropriate topics and texts; build on the ideas of others, pose specific questions, respond 

to clarify thinking, and express new thoughts.

4.C.MC.1.5 Explain personal ideas and build on the ideas of others by responding and relating to comments made in multiple exchanges.

4.C.MC.3 Communicate information through strategic use of multiple modalities and multimedia to enrich understanding when presenting ideas and 

information.
4.C.MC.3.2 Create presentations using videos, photos, and other multimedia elements to support communication and clarify ideas, thoughts, and 

feelings.

 

ELA Disciplinary Literacy Practices Addressed:

·Read, write, and communicate using knowledge of a particular discipline.

·Integrate the Reading, Writing, and Communication Standards and the Inquiry-Based Literacy standards to communicate and create understanding 

within the content areas.

·Extend and deepen understanding of content through purposeful, authentic, real-world tasks to show understanding and integration of content 

within and across disciplines

 

Fundamentals of Writing Addressed:

·Produce writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, discipline, and audience.

Use clear and coherent written language to accomplish a purpose 



Within the Math Classroom

Alternative Assessment: 
Investigations

● Another way for students to reflect on 
what they know at a deeper level 

● Connects what is learned in math with 
other content areas
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Within the Math Classroom

Number Routines
● A daily opportunity to develop number sense, problem 

solving, and reasoning 

● Kids think they’re playing a game so they beg for these 
routines everyday

● Low floor, high ceiling 

● Many of these routines can be adapted to other content 
areas also 17
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Howard County Public 
Schools  

Google with your grade 
level and math for amazing 

resources#Takeaway

https://hcpss.instructure.com/courses/107/pages/routines
https://hcpss.instructure.com/courses/107/pages/routines


Within the Math Classroom

“Math” Talk
● Conversation protocols that start in the 

math classroom and then can be 
extended beyond

● Encourages participation from everyone 
while also giving them flexibility to have 
the think time they need
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QRrDEvfrNnoP6tBLGovccmYN7QlkQhig/view?usp=sharing
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STOP! Self-Assessment 
TimeHow’s your windshield?: 

Mud, Bug, Clear?
Which dino?:

T-Rex, Raptor, Pterodactyl?

#Takeaway



Outside the Math Classroom

Un-Morning Work
● Meaningful start to the day

● Integrates math in a FUN way

● Provides time for students to collaborate 
and have some choice
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Un-Morning Work

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SRp7k4FJomluYc9ITQ868S0YC6B-2vQA/view?usp=sharing
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Outside the Math Classroom

Other “Mathy” Un-Morning Work Ideas:
● Create a math game to be played during 

math workshop
● Write math story problems we can use in 

mini-lesson or groups. Be sure to tell the 
problem type and write the solution 
sentence. 

● Create a STEAM challenge for our class
● Plan our holiday party with a budget of 

$100
29
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Outside the Math Classroom

Un-Homework
● Authentic, motivational learning

● Student-centered

● Homework kids will want to do
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Outside the Math Classroom

Math Throughout the Day: Management 
Strategies

● Grouping by facts
● Lining up (odd #s, classroom number is a 

multiple of ___)
● Data Binders
● Morning Grapple
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Six Degrees of 
Separation
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Social Studies:
Native 

Americans 
(regions, food, 

culture)

Math: Origins 
of our Place 

Value System 
(Ancient 

civilizations, 
natives)

Integration Across the Curriculum

Science:
Organisms & 
Environment 
(plants and 

animals in each 
region)
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Reading:
Fiction Texts 

(Native 
American tales, 
myths, fables 

with animals as 
characters)

Writing: 
Narrative 

Writing (Create 
own Native 

American tales 
set in particular 

environment(



Social Studies:
Civil Rights 
Movement

Math: Baseball 
Decimals

Integration Across the Curriculum

Science:
Force and 

Motion
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Reading:
Jackie 

Robinson Text

Writing: Point 
of View Writing 

piece from 
Jackie 

Robinson’s 
perspective



To help our students 
become flexible and 
confident problem 

solvers. How? Providing 
opportunities for them to 

develop “mathematical 
roots” through a 

mathematics culture in 
our classrooms that are 
positive, engaging, and 

integrated.
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Debrief

One Word Whip
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Questions?
Comments?
Concerns?



Contact us...for real!
Jennifer Jolly

Riverview Elementary School, Fort Mill 
Schools

jollyj@fortmillschools.org

www.j jollyclass.weebly.com

Twitter: @learnlaugh_lead

Instagram: @learnlaughleadteaching

Casey Davis

Meadow Glen Elementary School, 
Lexington 1

mdavis1@lexington1.net

www.cdavisclassroom.weebly.com

Twitter: @teachgrowbloom

Instagram: @teachgrowbloom
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http://www.jjollyclass.weeblyc.om/
http://www.jjollyclass.weeblyc.om/

